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 Review of teachings of 2018 

 

January 2018 Session 1 

Review of the teachings of 2017: 

Importance of 4th Triad 

Activation of Two of the Light Packets and fourth and fifth strands of DNA 

Importance of the 7th Dimensional Light Template 

Change in the Magnetics and well as the electrical changes through the 10th Ray of Creation 

Changes the neurology of the brain 

Lesson: 

Yeshua talked about two levels of our body system; the three parts of Physical Body, and the 

three parts of our Causal Body. He also talked about the morphic field of the bodies. 

 

February 2018 Session 3 

The right use of Will and Power conducted by Master El Morya 

Master El Morya discussed the meaning of sovereignty as opposed to power over. He discussed 

the importance of having sovereignty in the Mental/Emotional body. There is a significant 

impact that the Oversoul has on your Mental/Emotional body when you pay attention to how 

you create your thoughts and emotions. He spoke of the importance of choosing wisely from 

your Oversoul Consciousness. 

Lesson:  

 The Causal Body contains iterations of the mental/emotional body that is orchestrated 

by the Oversoul, Christed Oversoul and the beginning stages of the Christed Mind.  

 Will and Power of the Christ Consciousness is united with the Will of Source and is 

orchestrated through the Element of Love. 

 The Crown Chakra is now permanently open to receive as well as transmit the Christed 

Imaging. 

 

March 2018 Session 5 

El Morya facilitated this session he began with an explanation of the 7 Rays of Ascension. 
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He discussed what disrupts the stabilization of 5th-dimensional consciousness. 

 Fallen Ego 

 Genetic patterning 

 

April 2018 Session 7 

Yeshua facilitated this session. He talked about the importance of the Merkaba vehicle of Light 

and how you are capable of being in your Light Body and directing your Merkaba vehicle. He 

gave a review of the 7 Light Packets.  

 This review also included the DNA strands, and the placement of them, as well as 

the dimensional Light Template that they contained. 

 Yeshua directed a meditation further expanding the use of these Light Packets. 

 

May 2018 Session 9 

Yeshua returned for this session. He held an open Q&A session to start the session. 

Yeshua led an important Activation of the 4th Light Packet. 

 The Light Packet was placed in the 7th strand of DNA and deactivated a 6th 

dimensional Light filter that was placed there when the installation of the Time 

Locks began. That filter was dissolved. The filter limited you from creating and 

living in a state of Love and Unity. 

 The 6th strand and the 7th strand of DNA work together 

 The 4th Light Packet is massive. It further activates the use of the 3rd Eye. 

 The 4th Light Packet was placed in the 8th chakra to enhance its function. It also 

enhances the function of the Soul Star as well as provides an anchoring point for 

the 4th Triad to merge into all of the body. 

 This activation has an impact on the entire Triadic and chakra system.  

 

June 2018 Session 12 

Metatron orchestrated this session. He talked about the final days of Atlantis and the 

miscreation that took place in the final days. He asked everyone to take note that the negative 

influence of the Belial was alive and well. 

 The Belial negative influence enters through the mental/emotional body, through 

reaction. 

 When there is an unconscious reaction, it affects the crucible and causes a ripple 

effect. It doesn’t damage it because it is protected. 
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 Every action that you choose at this level is a choice. You cannot claim ignorance. 

 When you fall short, get back on track. Be conscious and forgive yourself for the 

momentary infractions.  

 Every choice that you make is important. You always have a choice. Stay conscious! 

 You have received Master imprints. The Ascended Master portion is still   

 

July 2018 Session 14 

Metatron orchestrated this session. He gave information on the Magenta Color Code and its 

composition. He also talked about the Olive Green Color Code and the importance of its 

function. 

The Magenta Color Code: 

 The Magenta is the 8th color of the rainbow. 

 The Magenta Code is not linear but circular. It brings the body into 5th dimension 

because it is a 5, 6th, 7th-dimensional color code. 

 The Magenta Color Code affects the physical body, the mental/emotional body, 

as well as the Spiritual Body.  

 The Magenta Coding is both electrical as well as magnetic. It contains all color 

codes. It has a dynamic effect on all parts of your being.  

 It has an autonomic function. 

The Olive Green Color Code: 

 The Olive Green Code is the bridge between the physical and nonphysical chakra 

system. 

 It symbolizes hope and rebirth through Love and Power of the Divine Feminine as it 

merges with the Divine Masculine. 

 The Olive Green code makes you aware of polar opposites that inhibit you to 

function in full Christ Consciousness. It helps you to remove the polarities that do 

not serve your unity function as a creator. 

Metatron then led the group in an autonomic activation of the Olive Green and Magenta codes. 

 

August 2018 Session 15 

Before this session, there was a special session held to clarify the new grounding process. 

Archangel Michael led this session. He talked about the purpose of this process and also added 

some information to expand the energetic impact of this process. It is so much more than a 

grounding process. It is a unification process. The new additions to this process were a 

descension of the personal soul star as well as the ascension of the 12th-dimensional power that 
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resides in the Earths Soul Star.  You were guided to then anchor these refined Earth energies 

into your personal Earth star and create a flow up the chakra system. This creates a massive 

energetic environment for you to focus your attention points on and direct the body 

consciousness to follow. 

Two weeks later we met for our regular teaching session which was orchestrated by Master El 

Morya. He talked about the Soul Blueprint. 

 He talked about how the retrieval of the 6th and 7th dimensional Light Templates have 

impacted your consciousness as well as your body consciousness. 

 Master El Morya then talked about the Mental/Emotional Body and the ego’s impact on 

that center. He spoke of how important it was that you limit the 3rd-dimensional ego 

from interfering in your creative process. He directed you to use the Olive Green Color 

Code to identify the changes that you are required to make as you transform your 

energetic system. 

“Know that your soul doesn’t need to be identified. It doesn’t have to prove its worth. Only 

Ego has something to prove.” 

He encourages you to explore all of the Color Codes, the essence of your Soul/Spirit, the chakra 

system, and the bodily function of the ego. Use the unification process  to unify all parts of you. 

 

September 2018 Session 17 

 El Moryath taught this session that concerned the 6th-dimensional Light Template that was 

retrieved from the time lock at the 2018 Conference.    

 This template was a massive template that contained immense electro-magnetic 

energetics that are designed to alter the fragmentation in the mental/emotional body 

of the 4th and 5th dimensions. 

 It brings unification to the mental/emotional body. It helps the 4th Triad function 

coherently and impacts the thoughts that are thought because of the electrical charges 

that emanate from this 6th dimensional Light Template.  

 The 6th-dimensional Light Template enhances your creative ability to differentiate the 

Undifferentiated Light of Source.  

 This template is related to the 10th Ray of Creation. The 6th dimensional Light Template 

provides the energetics to precisely draw your divine likeness to you.  

 Because of its electrical charge, it impacts the 4th Triad which creates the Arc of the 

Covenant.  

 The 6th-dimensional Light Template facilitates you in creating Ze’On particles of thought 

that reflect your divine Essence.     
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 This Light Template now flows through the entire triadic system and alters it 

substantially.  

 It amplifies the entire Unified Field. The neurology of the body is altered and functions 

more coherently. In the next few years, you will see dramatic changes in your energetic 

system. 

 

October 2019 Session 19 

This session was co-facilitated by Masters El Morya and Kuthumi. They are the Cohans of the 

first and second Rays of Ascension. The presence of two such illustrious Cohans provides a 

significant energetic transmission. 

El Morya: Talked about the fact that you can no longer separate your soul or the evolution of 

your Soul Consciousness from the transformation of your physical form. For the Light Body to 

function, your physical body must hold at least a 5th-dimensional consciousness coherently and 

stably.  

 He talked about the massive electrical charges that affect the Arc of the Covenant and 

change the way that you compress the Undifferentiated Light, creating differentiated 

light for application within the body. He explained how you are changing the chemicals 

of the body at a cellular level. 

 He explained that as you compress the light concisely and direct the liquid light to 
different parts of the body’s chemistry how that affects the flight and fight syndrome of 
the mental/emotional body.  

 By limiting the amount of adrenaline and cortisol in the chemistry of the body alters 
greatly the pattern of creating more of those adverse chemicals that affect the health 
and wellbeing of the body. Instead of replicating from a disintegration format of disease 
and aging, that cell can now replicate from a more Light-impacted original state.   

 
 El Morya talked about the Color Codes and the autonomic function of them. He spoke about 
the neurology of the body and the function of the Vagus Nerve as well as the three Seed 
Crystals, the Recorder Cell, the Amygdala of the brain that holds memory come online.  These 
are very significant parts that are now stimulated through the vast Color Codes of your 
autonomic system.   
 
Master Kuthumi Teaching:  Master Kuthumi spoke of the importance of the first four chakras. 
 

 He talked about the importance of the refined spinning of these chakras and how they 
support the complete functioning of the Lightbody.  

 Without the first four chakras ability to spin at a more refined and amplified rate, the 
autonomic function of the color codes would not be usable.  
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 The Triads could not function at the magnificent rate that is demanded through the 6th 
and 7th dimensional Light Templates. 

 The emotional body is changing dramatically because of the increase in the magnetics 
coming from the 6th dimensional Light Template. You can use a more refined sequence 
of emotional choices consciously.   

 Master Kuthumi talked about the Vagus Nerve and the neurological stimulations 
because the Vagus nerve is working more proficiently. 

  The accelerated function of the Vagus Nerve is all because of the 6th dimensional Light 
Template’s gradual activation. He encouraged everyone to research the function of the 
Vagus Nerve and how you can assist it to function more effectively. 

 
November 2018 Session 21 
 
Lord Metatron was present in this session to further expand on the 11-11 anniversary 
celebration. 

 He talked about what this group has accomplished in the last three years. He spoke of 
your expanded Christ Consciousness and your ability to transmit it coherently. 

  You are part of a new iteration of humanity that was activated on 11-11. You will alter 
the present crystalline grid significantly in the next seven years. 

  

 You will enter into a complete unified version of yourself in 5th, 6th, and 7th-dimensional 
expression in the next seven years. You will not struggle as you have in the past, but 
you will move through easily over the next few years because of the changes and 
choices that you will make. 

 
Next, Metatron taught the third piece of the Unification Process that began before the 
conference. 

 He spoke of the Inner Earth Communities and how to engage with them. Metatron 
talked about the importance of this engagement with these beings.  

 He taught you to draw from these communities through the channels of the Earth’s Soul 
Star and bring them into your personal Earth Star and then up the chakra system into 
the body. When you draw the energies from the Inner Earth Communities, it 
significantly alters the body consciousness in such an amplified way that would 
otherwise take many lifetimes to achieve. 

 
December 2018 Session 23 
 
 
 


